Are you getting the most from your membrane investment? Trust the pros.

Membrane CARE EXPERTISE

INNOVATION | SERVICE | PROBLEM SOLVING
PRODUCE MORE. ENHANCE QUALITY. PROTECT YOUR BRAND.
EXPERTS TO HELP YOU OPTIMIZE MEMBRANE PERFORMANCE

- Increase membrane capacity
- Enhance productivity
- Reduce water and energy consumption
- Extend membrane life
- Meet regulatory standards
- Minimize environmental impact

Let Ecolab’s cleaning & sanitizing and water performance experts deliver comprehensive solutions throughout your facility.

DRIVING VALUE THROUGH:

Innovation
- Develop best-in-class chemistries
- Test in onsite pilot facilities
- Monitor process & provide insights
- Partner with customers & OEMs

Onsite, Personal Service
- Highly trained technical service
- Advanced problem solving
- Performance checks
- Individual customer training

Global Network of Membrane Expertise
- Seven global R&D centers, specializing in membrane diagnostics
- Dedicated team of scientists from 14 countries
- Analysis & diagnostics of samples to solve complex issues
- Water assessments for quality, reuse & optimization

COMPLETE MEMBRANE CARE
How can we help you with INDUSTRY SERVICE & EXPERTISE?

1,600 R&D ASSOCIATES:
• ENGINEERS
• CHEMISTS
• CIP EXPERTS
• FOOD SAFETY SCIENTISTS

40+ YEARS MEMBRANE EXPERTISE

7,200 SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES ACROSS THE GLOBE

7 GLOBAL CENTERS SPECIALIZING IN MEMBRANE DIAGNOSTICS

MEMBRANE PARTNERSHIPS
• R&D FORMULARY PARTNERS
• ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS
• ELEMENT MANUFACTURERS
• SYSTEM MANUFACTURERS (OEMS)

TO LEARN MORE, VISIT ECOLAB.COM